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Yealink VCM35 Array Microphone

Product Name: Yealink VCM35 Array Microphone

Manufacturer: Yealink

Model Number: VCM35

Yealink VCM35 Array Microphone
The Yealink VCM35 represents a wired video conferencing microphone array meticulously crafted
to complement the third generation of Yealink's Video Conferencing System. Designed to
accommodate conference spaces of varying dimensions, the device boasts a built-in
3-microphone array with an impressive 20-foot (6-meter) radius and an expansive 360&deg; voice
capture range, rendering it the perfect audio solution for conference rooms seeking superior audio
quality.
Yealink VCM35 Key Features:

ï¿½ Wide Audio Coverage
ï¿½ Advanced Noise Reduction
ï¿½ Scalability and Flexibility
ï¿½ Integration with Yealink Video Conferencing System

Thanks to the integration of Yealink's Acoustic Echo Canceling and Noise Proof Technology, the
VCM35 excels at mitigating ambient noise, reducing it by an impressive 90 decibels, ensuring
exceptional audio quality during full-duplex calls. This microphone array further supports a
star-cascaded deployment, with outstanding scalability and flexibility, simplifying and expediting
deployment processes while effectively covering conference rooms of diverse sizes.
Incorporating innovative features, Yealink's VCM35 stands as a high-performance wired video
conferencing microphone array tailored for the third generation of Yealink's Video Conferencing
System. Perfectly suited for conference spaces of various dimensions, this microphone array
comes equipped with a 3-microphone configuration capable of capturing audio within a 20-foot
(6-meter) radius and across a full 360&deg; spectrum. Its remarkable capacity for noise reduction,
leveraging Yealink's Acoustic Echo Canceling and Noise Proof Technology, allows the VCM35 to
curtail ambient noise levels by an impressive 90 decibels, delivering top-tier audio quality for
full-duplex calls. Furthermore, the VCM35 offers the convenience of star-cascaded deployment,
combining impressive scalability and flexibility to streamline the deployment process, ensuring
comprehensive coverage for conference rooms of all sizes.

Yealink VCM35 Technical Specifications
Microphone Features

ï¿½ Optima HD Audio
ï¿½ Yealink Full Duplex Technology
ï¿½ Yealink Acoustic Echo Canceling
ï¿½ Yealink Noise Proof Technology
ï¿½ 6m radius voice pickup range
ï¿½ Muting the microphone with touchpad

Physical Features

ï¿½ Dimension: &phi;100*T17mm
ï¿½ Weight: 199g
ï¿½ With a 5m network cable (unpluggable)
ï¿½ Operating humidity: 10%~90%
ï¿½ Operating temperature: 0&#8451; - 40&#8451; (+32 &#8457; - 104 &#8457;)

Package Content
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ï¿½ VCM35
ï¿½ RJ45 connector for Ethernet cable
ï¿½ Double-sided tape
ï¿½ Quick Start Guide

Price: £165.50
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